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Solutions Atlantic Supports 40 Countries
The Regulatory Reporting System supports 40 countries for shareholding disclosure reporting.

Boston, MA, 12 December 2012 – Solutions Atlantic today announced that it now supports 40
jurisdictions in its RRS Rule Library. This rule expansion includes major markets within the Americas,
EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa) and Asia, almost doubling the coverage that RRS supported prior
to this update. This latest development in the shareholding disclosure reporting space advances
Solutions Atlantic’s Regulatory Reporting System as the front runner among purpose built solutions.
Large position monitoring is increasingly troublesome for major investment firms who need to keep
close watch on the changing regulations in the countries where they invest and where they may have a
concentration in any particular security. Most firms rely on a combination of automated position
keeping systems and manual oversight of the related rules. This approach can lead to missed disclosure
filings that can result in fines, reputational damage and even criminal charges in some jurisdictions. “Our
ability to develop and maintain the shareholding disclosure rules in 40 countries allows the compliance
professional to close a gap in their manual process and reduce the overall exposure to the firm,” said
Mitchell Greess, CEO of Solutions Atlantic.
Since 2002, the Regulatory Reporting System has continually expanded its range of coverage to meet the
needs of the market and the changing regulations. Solutions Atlantic remains committed to developing
RRS as the market solution for shareholding disclosure reporting. Later this month, it will complete
development to cover the ESMA Short Selling rule that took effect in November.
Solutions Atlantic is the market leading provider of large position disclosure solutions to the global
financial services industry. For more than a decade, Solutions Atlantic has been at the forefront of
global regulatory obligations as it pertains to large position and short selling disclosures. Solutions
Atlantic is headquartered in Boston, MA.

